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FUNCTION

The STC Heavy Plastic Treatment System (HPTS) has the scope to treat the Heavy Plastic fraction
coming from Battery Breaking plants with the aim of:
Producing a clean fraction of dry PE separators in form of compact and stable pellets having high
specific weight, easy to be handled and transported, reusable as fuel in many thermal processes
(e.g. cement industry)
Recovering the lead paste and metallic lead contained in the Heavy plastic fractions and therefore
reducing the lead contamination
Recovering the rigid plastic like heavy PP and ABS residues with possibility of further separation
between the different types of plastics through the installation of optional ABS/PP recovery unit
The unit is also suitable to process Light PP fraction contaminated by heavy plastics with the simple
addition of an STC Sink&Float: the recovered PP can be further processed in the STC Polypropylene
washing & grinding system (PPWGS) and eventually extruded in the STC Polypropylene Extrusion
System (PPES)

ADVANTAGES

Clean fraction of PE separators without residual humidity
High density and stability of the produced PE pellets
Possible reuse as energy source
Easy to handle, store and transport
Recovery of other heavy plastics like PP filled with talc or ABS (with possible further separation)
Recovery of metallic lead and paste contained in the heavy plastic fraction

AVAILABLE CAPACITY :

200 – 400 – 800 kg/h of Heavy Plastics corresponding respectively to
3/5 - 8/10 - 20 t/h battery breaker capacity

PE pellets characteristics:

< 0,8% of metallic lead and paste
< 5% humidity
Density ab. 750-850 kg/m3

DESCRIPTION

The Heavy plastic fraction coming from the battery breaking plant is fed through a dosing system to a
hydrodynamic separator where the heavy parts (mainly metallic lead) settle down to be extracted from
the bottom through a screw conveyor. The heavy plastics instead are transported with the recirculated
water stream to a de-watering rotary screen.
The drained water is collected under the rotary screen and, after passing through a fiber removal
rotating microfiltration drum for fibers and lints separation, it is collected inside a settling tank where
lead paste is settled and recirculated to the hydrodynamic separator in order to facilitate the upward
water stream and thus creating a closed-water loop inside the whole plant.
The clean fraction of heavy plastic is delivered to a grinder with adjustable fixed and rotary blades
especially designed to assure an efficient cutting and guarantee the highest performance with the
lowest applied power. The material is then fed to a high speed centrifuge studied and developed for a
rapid and ideal separation of light contaminants and waste water from the material. The latter is
pneumatically delivered to a ballistic separator for air classification able to continuously separate light
and heavy materials through a controlled flow of air in suction regulated via inverter.

The "heavy" part (composed of rigid plastic such as PP and ABS) falls by gravity into the lower section,
while the light fraction of PE is directly discharged into the hopper of the pelletizing machine equipped
with a bypass to a big bag filling station.
The pelletizing line is composed of a hydraulic press that transforms the PE into cylindrical pellets with
a remarkable volume reduction. It is based on a mechanic and hydraulic cycle of pressing at high
pressures. A hopper containing a rotating wheel feeds the material to a box, which is controlled by a
hydraulic cylinder, where a special compacting hydraulic cylinder presses the material in the bush-wall
group. The whole system is pre-assembled in our workshop in order to speed up the onsite installation
step; the electrical board is equipped with a PLC with operator panel for the control of the process. The
system is remotely connectable via internet for easy access to stored data and for any system
debugging.
OPTIONAL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The system can be considered as a standard line but a number of personalized features are possible to
allow the best system integration, depending on the layout and quality of the material to be treated.
The following optional features are available for HPTS by STC :
Heavy plastic storage, feeding and dosing system
Sink & float for the preliminary separation of the light PP fraction
ABS and Heavy PP (filled with talc) separation with dense medium
Weighing system for the separated plastic fractions
Water treatment system in case there are no alternatives

